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Dear Friends,
Greetings! We haven’t been in touch since the
late summer of 2010. Since then much has happened, including a terrific end to 2010, with 63
new dogs taken in and 68 dogs adopted during
the year! Once again, dogs with heartworms,
pneumonia, broken and rotted teeth, and other
maladies such as starvation or burns were made
well and given a new life! Special thanks to
American Charities, which workplace campaign
significantly boosted DAWG’s coffer. Thank you
as well to our good friends who use the Combined Federal Campaign to donate on an ongoing basis, and to generous individual friends
who chose to support DAWG directly throughout the year. When you watch our website (we
hope you do!), realize that one or more faces
are there because of YOU!
We put your financial support to work right
away in January by taking in 36 dogs in two
months’ time. A lot of dogs! Most were passed
over at the shelter by other rescue organizations
(as well as the public). Some of the dogs were
middle-aged or had black fur (slower to adopt);
a few were taken away from past owners who
neglected them. Others had to go into heartworm treatment (Walter, Dawn, Patches and
Zeus) for several months. One was touch-and–
go because she was diagnosed with the deadly
parvovirus (Skye), but we committed to her,
hoping immediate therapy would save her. It
did, and she’s a normal pup now! The rest were
sick from shelter respiratory illnesses and had to
recover enough to receive normal vet care. Since
then, all of our new dogs except Zeus have been
debuted at adoption shows and 23 (including a
few from last year) have already been adopted!
New friends, who pick up this newsletter
at adoption shows, may not realize we are not
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like most rescue organizations and shelters,
in that our goal isn’t to “score” high adoption
numbers. We give our dogs the TIME it takes
to get them healthy and get to know them, then
move quickly once we find a likely adopter.
Personalized home visits are provided to orient
our adopters-to-be, and follow-up interactions
ensure the matches are good! So our dogs are
truly lucky in every sense of the word.
Recently an adopter remarked that he was
glad we haven’t lowered our standards. We
think that comment reflects the increase of
“turnstile adoptions” even by the most prominent rescue organizations, which reject or even
return dogs to shelters if the dogs present abovebudget medical problems or even need minor
behavioral tweaks, such as for jumping. Yes,
rescues often return dogs to shelters, where they
don’t get a second chance (unless DAWG hears
of the dog’s plight).
Moving on. . . so what’s new?
Cookie! We took this
darling dog in at the end
of 2010, when she was
found tied up and unconscious in a burning
home. The firemen were
shocked to see she was
alive, and animal control
rushed her to our veterinarian. We instantly
agreed to take her in and
were relieved she had
only a few visibly burned
spots. Little did we know
huge portions of her skin
would slough off a few
days later! When her
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condition became even more serious, our veterinarian
suggested that we try HBOT treatments (therapy via a
hyperbaric oxygen tank, which provides concentrated
oxygen to burned areas) and worked out the details
with South Paws in Virginia. Cookie lived there for
over a month and was much improved but still healing when we took her back in early 2011. We can’t
thank Dr. Kim Beck of College Park Animal Hospital
and our friends at South Paws enough for the boost
Cookie needed for the most critical part of her healing. Today, Cookie lives in a foster home where she
is given care as well as a normal life. Cookie can run
and play in a backyard, and is no longer bandaged,
just lightly covered (her skin is fragile). So many helping hands have given Cookie the best future despite
horrendous injury and impossible odds. Stay in touch
with her progress by visiting her web page on www.
dawg-rescue.org! And thanks to the many individuals who sent us donations to ensure her care.
In 2010 we put added emphasis on the use of professional trainers, because there’s only so much we
at DAWG can do to help adopters (and even strangers) who write in asking for behavioral help. We are
pleased to have forged an alliance with trainers Julie
& Associates (www.trainingbyjulie.com), and continue to refer adopters in general to Your Dog’s Friend
(http://www.yourdogsfriend.info/), a terrific source
of classes, free workshops, and behavioral articles such
as the one on New Year’s resolutions in this newsletter.
Our job is not over when we hand a leash to an adopter!

What else is new?
We are no longer going to produce calendars, which
were a break-even labor of love. Don’t fret. . . keep
those pictures coming! We are reformatting the
“DAWG Pics” tab on our home page, which will be
dedicated to pictures of our dogs. Proud adopters are
encouraged to send favorite photos of adopted DAWG
dogs to dawg.photos@gmail.com
As for this issue of DAWG Tales, we salute friends
who donated in honor or memory of people or beloved
pets at the end of 2010 and into 2011. We have also
included our usual “gallery” of adoption day pictures.
Lastly, a word of caution as we approach the spring:
PLEASE be sure to use topical flea/tick medications
sparingly! More and more dogs have reactions from
these products, which are often produced for weight
ranges. So if your dog is 26 pounds and you choose a
product for 25 to 50 lbs, don’t put the whole tube of
product on your dog! If you think your pet has suffered from any sort of reaction, including from overvaccination (you’re not still vaccinating yearly,
are you?), be sure to mention it to your vet and
refer to good advice on less toxic treatments from
Dr. Fox, http://www.twobitdog.com/drfox/
Preventing-Fleas-Ticks-Mosquitoes
Sincerely yours,
Joan Marshall
President

From Your Dog’s Friend—
TEN TIPS FOR A HAPPY NEW YEAR WITH YOUR DOG
Learn your dog’s stress signals, so you will know when
he has had enough. These are
typical signals to watch for: Tucked
Lower Tail, Half-moon Eye (a white
arc around the pupil), Lip Licking,
Won’t Take Treats, Shaking Off (as
if wet), Excessive Yawning, Turning
Head Away, Extreme Shedding or
Dandruff, Backing Up, Whining or
Growling, Sweaty Paw Prints, Moving Slowly.
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Mental stimulation is just as
important as physical exercise. Interactive toys that your
dog can push, tug, drop, or roll to
get treats out; games like “find it”;
training that your dog can enjoy
will all tire your dog, keep him occupied, and build his confidence. To
get advice on interactive toys that
are right for your dog, go to one of
these stores: BARK! in Rockville,
Gaithersburg, Clarksville & Pikes-

ville (www.barknatural.com);
ProFeed in Rockville, Washington,
DC, Alexandria & Vienna (www.
profeedpet.com); The Big Bad Woof
in Takoma Park/Washington, DC
(www.thebigbadwoof.com); or Living Ruff in downtown Silver Spring
(www.livingruff.com).1
Never punish a growling dog.
That’s your dog telling you that he
is being pushed beyond his limit.

Dogs that are punished for growling
may stop warning and go directly to
biting instead.
Managing your dog’s environment to prevent an unwanted behavior is easy and effective. Blocking
off rooms with baby gates; putting
shoes away and closing doors; feeding your dogs in separate rooms;
keeping a leash by the door to hold
or tether your dog when that unexpected UPS man rings your bell;
crating your dog or blocking him off
in a room before your friends or your
children’s friends arrive. . .
“Socialization” is not the same
as exposure. I remember watching a woman dragging her rescue
dog, who was showing every possible fear signal as they approached
the dog park. When I asked her
about it, she said that her dog didn’t
like other dogs; so, she was taking
him to the dog park to “socialize” him. It just doesn’t work that
way. Her dog certainly wouldn’t
learn to like other dogs through
forced interaction and if he was bullied or a fight broke out, his fears
could escalate.
Many trainers are not fans of
dog parks and here’s why:
When dogs become overly aroused,
chemicals are released into the
bloodstream that were once needed
for survival, but which only serve
to ramp up our pet dogs. You also
1

Additional stores in our area that
carry interactive toys include Howl
in Baltimore (www.howlbaltimore.
com); Yuppy Puppy Pet Boutique in
Ellicott City (www.theyuppypuppypetboutique.com); Dogs and
Company in Columbia and Ellicott
City (www.dogsandcompany.com);
Mighty Healthy Pet in College Park
www.mightyhealthypet.com); as well
as local Petco and PetSmart stores.

have all sorts of dogs with different
play styles (chasing, wrestling, body
slamming, biting…) that aren’t
compatible. So, not only do you
have dogs whose state of arousal is
high, you also have dogs that, by
their very nature, are going to annoy
each other. There are dogs that are
bullies and others that are bullied,
and there are dogs that really don’t
want to be there at all. Add to that,
play without the opportunity to
calm down, as one dog after another
approaches, and it’s not surprising
that fights break out or that dogs
that go to dog parks sometimes
become more reactive elsewhere.
The more often a dog is in a state of
arousal, the less tolerance he has for
the normal stresses of everyday life.
Think of yourself for a minute—If
you were in a heightened state over
and over and over, wouldn’t you be
more likely to get angry quickly and
more often?
We humans use body language that can be threatening
to dogs. Try not to lean over dogs,
approach them head-on, reach over
them, or pat them on the head. Instead, angle sideways, bend at your
knees instead of your waist, and pet
dogs under their chin or on their
chest. Better yet, if you don’t know
the dog, let him come to you.
Dogs aren’t stubborn or
vengeful. When dogs seem not to
listen, it’s usually because we haven’t
taught them what to do. Or haven’t
taught them to do it around distractions. Or when they’re excited. Your
dog isn’t being stubborn. He’s being
a dog. First, make sure that you
have taught your dog what you want
him to do, rather than just correcting him for doing what you don’t
want. Teach your dog in a quiet
environment first and then around

mild distractions before expecting him to listen with that squirrel
running by. Keep in mind, too, that
some breeds can resist that squirrel
better than others.
Most reactive/aggressive behavior is based on fear. Barking/
lunging is how a fearful dog makes
that “scary thing” (person or dog) go
away. And what sense does it make
to punish a fearful dog? What if you
were trapped (like being on a leash)
in a room with a snake? Every time
you screamed (barked), you would
be shocked, choked or pricked by
spikes (electric shock, choke or prong
collar). You would stop screaming
(shut down), but you would still be
afraid of snakes. AND you would no
longer trust the person who did that
to you. That’s what we do to our dogs
all the time. They bark/lunge to keep
what they fear away, and we punish
them for it (by using choke, prong
or electric shock collars) or we try to
make them sit (though sitting makes
them feel more vulnerable). Next
time you consider using an aversive
method to correct your dog, think
about that room with a snake.
The Humane Society of the US,
the American Veterinary Society of
Animal Behavior, and the Association of Pet Dog Trainers all promote positive reinforcement training as the most effective and
humane way to train skills and work
on behavior issues. Next time you
look for training or behavior advice,
check our trainer referral list at
http://www.yourdogsfriend.info/
Positive-Trainers.html
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Natural Alternatives for a Dog-Friendly Lawn—All-natural alternatives work well and keep your dog and your garden healthy.
By Tom Barthel
Rather than covering
the lawn and garden
with synthetic chemicals that have the
potential to poison
your pet and pollute
the local environment, why not get back
to basics? Try these
organic alternatives to
solve many common
outdoor problems.

content, without endangering your pet.
Problem: Pests
Diatomaceous Earth
Diatomaceous earth consists of microscopic, prehistoric fossils. This affordable product works well for
keeping pests at bay, while protecting your pet from
poisoning. The fossils have tiny sharp edges that cut
insects to ribbons when they track through it, but it
causes no harm to people or other animals. Simply
apply a barrier around plants in the yard and garden.
Reapply after each rain.

Problem: Weeds
Sprinkle, Pull
The sprinkle-and-pull method doesn’t come any easier,
though a considerable amount of elbow grease may be
required. To remove weeds this all-natural way, intentionally water any bare ground before planting flowers
or vegetables. Wait for the weeds to germinate and yank
them out with enthusiasm before they set seed. In just a
couple of weeks the entire area will be cleansed of most
of its weed seeds and ready for planting.

Soapy Water
Even plain soapy water helps keep insect numbers
down. Just mix any vegetable-based liquid castile soap
in a 1-10 mixture of warm water (one part soap to 10
parts water) in a garden sprayer. Stir and apply liberally to any area where insects are active. Make sure
to spray the undersides of leaves and the surrounding
soil where they hide. The large soap molecules clog
the breathing organs in both flying insects and their
larvae, while keeping your pet safe.

Mulch
Cover bare ground to prevent weeds from taking hold
by using mulch. Many green options abound, such as
recycled timber tree waste. Even a few layers of yesterday’s newspaper make a great barrier against unwanted
weeds. Laying down a thick layer prevents light from
reaching weed seeds and lightens the work load considerably.
Note: Be sure to avoid recycled cocoa hulls as they
contain the same dog-toxic ingredient found in chocolate products. Stay away from coconut husk mulch as
well, as it can expand in your pet’s digestive tract, potentially causing bowel obstruction.

Attract Good Bugs
A fun and exciting way to keep destructive insects
under control is to attract more bugs that eat them.
Attracting these “beneficials,” such as lacewings, praying mantis and ladybugs, encourages the natural circle
of life to come into balance. Plant flowers with tiny
blooms, like alyssum and dill. Many adult beneficials
also enjoy drinking the nectar from these plants. Once
they arrive and lay their eggs nearby, their offspring
do the work for you. Many live beneficials or their
eggs can be purchased by mail or at your local garden
supply store.

Corn Gluten
Corn gluten meal is Mother Nature’s own herbicide.
By inhibiting tender root growth of many common
weeds, this all-natural ingredient prevents seeds from
germinating, making it a non-toxic “pre-emergent”
herbicide. Spreading gluten on the lawn also helps fertilize already established plants, with its weak nitrogen
4
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Problem: Fertilizer
Compost
Turning yard and household waste back into fertilizer
to enrich your plants is easier than you might think.
Compost, rich in nitrogen, makes a potent fertilizer
out of what would normally end up in the landfill.
Just remember the following: browns, greens, water
and air. These are the only ingredients you need.

Aim for a 5:1 ratio of browns to greens in your
compost heap. Browns include sawdust, wood
chips, straw, leaves and even newspaper. Greens
include grass clippings, kitchen scraps and any
recently living plant material. Just keep the pile
moist and turn it every couple of days. In about
a month you’ll have garden gold.
All-natural alternatives work just as well as
their factory-made counterparts and save you
the worry of harming your pet or the envi-

ronment in the process. Join farmers and gardeners of
decades past by employing these organic solutions to
life’s toughest outdoor challenges. Your dog will thank
you for it!
Tom Barthel is a Lansing, Mich., master gardener and
freelance writer who specializes in pet and gardening topics. His latest book is “Dogscaping: Creating the Perfect
Backyard and Garden for You and Your Dog” (BowTie
Press, 2010).

Honorary and Memorial Donations
Mid-2010– Early 2011
We thank you for honoring and remembering friends, family and pets through Best Dawg Rescue. We have intermingled individuals and pet listings, as we think neither would mind or would even prefer being together.
Honorary donations
Lilly, the traveling dog!, by Ilene M.
Pollack
Freddie, by John Henry King
Fenwick, by Bob and Barb Awtrey
Happy Birthday to Katie and Gabriel,
from Bob and Barb Awtrey
Wonderful DAWGS and volunteers
of Best Dawg Rescue, by Bob and
Barb Awtrey
Ziggy and Libby, by Charles and Sharon
Lott
Dr. Kim Beck, our daughter, on her
birthday, by Ronald and Susan
Scherer (for Cookie)
Wonderful people at Best Dawg Rescue
who brought Travis, Brenda and
George into our family, by Fernando
Marra-Lopez and Pamela Bilik
Marley, the best dog ever, by Kim
Striker
Ruby, the most loving and sweetest dog,
by Anthony and Karen Dellavecchio
BJ, by Michele and Douglas Krebs
Nancy Gay, by David Hill and David
and Mary Magnus
Rosie girl! I love her so much, by Kathy
Weber
Rosie, by Suzanne Cutter
Rosina, by Alan Mallams and Iji
Gunnarsson
Cinnamon Rose, by Brian and Donna
Almquist
Casey, a wonderful addition to my
family, by Katherine Baumgartner.

Tonka, by Mike Uster and Lisa Adams
Mickey and Maggie, by Eileen Cimbolic
Bella, by Brenda and Steve Jacobs
Jack, by Suzanne Mattingly
Jasmine, by Mark and Kathy Banfield
Tasia “The Wonder Dog” by Kathryn
Whitmore
Brian and Angela McCluskey, Sunny
and Boagie, by John and DeAnna
Dean
Joan Marshall, for saving Mandy,
by Bruce and Toni Immerman
Sundance and Boagie, by Angela and
Brian McCluskey,
My daughter Jennifer, and Truman,
by Judy Crown
Penny, by Matthew Beckley & Jacquie
Witte
Lucy and Suzy, by Sam and Nora
Whitmore
Rufus, by Neal and Martine Schmitt
Oreo, by Dorothy Filbert
Sugar, by Jennifer Karmonick
Henry, by David and Lisa Snyder
Keebler, Sassy, Poppy, by Anne Stepan
Simba and Sammy, by Susan Behm
Sandra Meredith, by Iris Rainone
Marcia Brier, by Rick Paden
Spunky, by Ted Bain and Libby Smigel
Liesel, by Bonnie Klem
Molly, by Anne Marie Kohlhepp
Sunny, by Anna Bryan
The best dog parents, Maura and Mike,
and in memory of beloved Dutch
and Amber, by Charlee Hardy

Jake, by Emmett and Helen Lauer
Kaci, by Maurice Kreindler and
Phyllis Mate
Frosti and Dobbi, by Gloria Pound
Kathy Rodeffer, by Carolyn Rehbock
and Mary Ann Vaughan
Our rescue pups, Baby, Stuart Little,
Pippin, by Jim and Toni Honeywell
Coco, by Maureen Beck
Sarah Rodeffer, by Toosdhi WilliamsTucker
Foster, by Shelli Newton
Iris Rainone and Henry, noble spirits
both, by Dorothee Riederer
Henry Rainone, by anonymous donor
Angie and Brian McCluskey, by
Katherine Osborne
Oliver and Sushi by Joan DeLorenzo
Karen Eskew, by Sara Martin
Foster parents of Sam, Cesar and
Baron, by Margaret Haber
Ace, by Mike and Maura Clover
Mrs. Sparkle Hanky, by Janet Jacobs
For Cookie, our miracle
pup, who survived a fire
and has been showered
with help and love!
For Cookie, the incredible dog found
tied in burning bldg— wishing you a
speedy recovery, by Nancy Brantner
Other generous well-wishers: Helen
McBride, Joseph and Ying Scherer,
Barbara Ann Curtis, Paula Newmann, Maya Sultan, Bob and Celeste
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Hart, Dan Michau, Marilyn Ridley,
Rachel Indek, Bruce Ferguson, Leeann Preller, Fernando Marra-Lopez
and Pam Bilik, Joanna Fortin on behalf of many supporters at PG Shelter,
Patricia Teutsch, Mike Hall and Pat
Krenzke; and donations by Heather
Taylor (to provide medical attention
to rescues) and by Bernie Sargeant (to
all other DAWGs in need!)
For Faith (who was near death
due to starvation, and is now
adopted):
Kathalene Razzano, Dorothy Snowder,
Felicia Bland, and Mary Cotton

In Loving Memory. . .
Roxy, simply the best dog in
the world, by Jane Lawton
Bear, Yogi and Meryl, by Kenneth
Lightner and Ilene M. Pollack
Poppin, by Bob and Celeste Hart
Bear, by Kathy Rodeffer
Bella, by Mary Cotton
Cosi, by Julia Marshall
Duke, by Michele and Douglas Krebs
Marshall, Jessie, Bonnie, Jasper,
by Roger and Judy McClain
Cookie, Nikki, Jay, Kaya, Breezy,

by Roger and Judy McClain
Petunia and James, by Roger and Judy
McClain
Bear, by Roger and Judy McClain
Gizmo, by Roger and Judy McClain
Cody, by Judy and Roger McClain
Jasmine, by Judy and Roger McClain
Raisin Singleton, by Carol Wettstein
Bonnie and Sammy, by Charles and
Sharon Lott
Our beloved lab, Cody, by Mark
and Reenie Quarry
Suzi, Hannibal and T.D., by Mike
and Helen Keplinger
Lark, by Warren Richardson
Gizmo, by Dianne Thompson
Doc, Liberty and Teazer, by Nancy
Burton
Jasmine, by Kassy Mattingly
Grover Elfin, by David Elfin
Tina and Ripley, our golden retrievers,
by Michael and Monica Thomas
Dookie, Seka, Sloppy, Winky, by
William/Argo Campbell
Ginger and Cookie, by Keith and Joyce
Kroneberger
Sampson and Delilah, by Herb
and Linda Herman
Brandy, Buddy, Squirt, by Luanne M.
Seipp

Ninja, by Anne Stepan
Mattie the cat, by Marilyn Ridley
“Her Dog,” by Eddie and Christine
Suiter
Sugar, by Viola Vollmerhausen
Kaya Fleischer, by April O’Neill
Amber, Dutch, Heather, Cory and
Daisy, by Mike and Maura Clover
Jake, by Debbie Braddock
Ringo Eggers, by Erica Eggers Carroll
Radar, by Anna Bryan
Skyler, my rescue/companion cat,
by Cynthia Romeo
Angel, by David Bosworth
Farley Wapner, by Barbara Berschler
Poppy, by Kathalene Razzano
Linda Razzano, by Kathalene Razzano
Linda Razzano, by Wanda Marie
Knight-Griffin (and to help Cookie)
Tara Belle, by April O’Neill
Eleanor Dillon, by David Weaver
Bailey and Ton Ton, by Jennifer Crown
PC, a marvelous cat, by Bridget Crowley
Zeke, by Kristen Gardner

Donations not included because of
our print deadline will be listed in
a future issue of DAWG
Tales.

Please support us TODAY, so we can help dogs when they need us!
Most of our readers know that DAWG takes in as many dogs as we can handle at adoption shows and as our
budget allows. Luckily we have an incredible team of volunteers who take our new shelter dogs, sick with contagious respiratory illnesses, directly to our animal hospital, where they get well and then are spayed/neutered
and given whatever else they may need. That’s the short story, with the expenses incurred during each dog’s stay
easily totaling $1,000 or more until adopted. If we operated as a volume adoption organization, we’d get dogs
“out the door” with minimal vetting/expense and involvement. Instead, we acknowledge each dog as special, to
be fully cared for, discovered, trained a bit, and then introduced into his or her new home, where we work with
the adopters until we believe the adoption is on sound footing.
If our philosophy matches yours, please consider a mid-year gift to help us continue doing everything possible
to help imperiled shelter dogs!

o $25

o $50

o Other: $ ________

o Annual pledge of $________ payable (select one) monthly or quarterly
o Credit donation of $________ (go to www.networkforgood.org and select Best Dawg Rescue/DAWG).
o Gift of a security (please contact us at dawg@dawg-rescue.org to provide additional information)
o Other: Please explain: _ ___________________________________________________________________
(please print)

o In (Circle one) memory or honor of:_ ________________________________________________________
Notification to: ________________ Address:_ _________________________________________________
Your name:___________________ Address:_______________________________Phone: __________
Interested in helping in other ways? Designate Best Dawg Rescue to receive donations in your
name at iGive.com, giveline.com, and goodsearch.com. If interested in volunteering, please
contact us at dawg@dawg-rescue.org.
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DAWG Adoption Picture Gallery

Enjoy seeing our former dogs with their proud new adopters!

Bagel

Huey

Ace

Cheyenne

Casie

Snickers

Opie

Shelly

Tootsie
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Harley

Patrick

Petey

Jolly

Gwendolyn

Elliott
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Dawn

Star

Gidget
Gadget

Byron
(now Knuble)

Lindsay

Tate

Ashton

Buddy

Duncan

Lady
Tramp
Kirby
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Don’t forget to show off your DAWG dog!
Send his/her picture to: dawg.photos@gmail.com. When we
have accumulated enough pictures, we will unveil the new
and improved “DAWG Pics” tab on our home page.
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Our grateful thanks to. . . Beltsville PETCO and Rockville PetSmart
for sponsoring our weekly adoption shows; and College Park Animal Hospital
and Countryside Kennels, for extraordinary care and services at reduced rates that
help DAWG dogs get well and live well until adopted. We also thank the Outer
Office in Fulton, MD for printing our newsletter.

2010 Board of Directors
President: Joan Marshall
Vice President: Moira Gingery
Secretary: Mary Lynn
Ritzenthaler
Treasurer: Joanne Goldman
Member-at-Large: Judy McClain

Best Dawg Rescue, Inc.
PO Box 34213
Bethesda, MD 20827

Check out our adoptable dogs and DAWG Tales in color at www.dawg-rescue.org
No matter the amount, donations to Best Dawg Rescue save shelter dogs’ lives!

